
 
 

 
 

 Loom flowers 
These pretty little flowers are fairly quick to make 
and a good way of using up scraps of wool or 
recycling plastic bags to make a variety of 
decorations for you to display or wear. 

 
 

To make a loom flower you will need: 
• A loom (shop bought or homemade – see below) 
• Wool or string,  ribbon, raffia or strips of old plastic bags 
• Scissors 
• Large needle for threading wool 
• A bit of tape 
• Sticks, plastic straws, ribbon etc to display your flowers. 

 
 

 
Use this template to draw onto a plastic lid or strong card and 
cut out  (be careful cutting the hole, get help if you need it) 

 
 
If you don’t already have a flower loom you can 
easily make one from recycled materials like: a 
margarine lid, large yoghurt pot lid or thick card.  
Or cut a ring from a strong cardboard tube, like a 
gravy tub, and cut 12 teeth equally around the 
top edge. 
 
You can also use lengths of thin plastic instead of 
wool by carefully cutting one long strip from an 
old carrier bag or bread bag. 
 

 



                    
 

 
 

How to Make Your Loom Flower 

    
1. Using your loom, choose your wool, string or plastic. Thread the end through the center hole and tape to 

the back, turn the loom over. 
2. On the front side bring the wool up, loop it around the nearest tooth then bring it straight across the 

circle to the opposite tooth, loop it around that tooth, ready to go back across again. 
3. Keep working your way round the loom going backwards and forwards across to the opposite tooth. Always 

crossing over the middle and moving on to the next tooth each time 
4. Make sure you keep your length of wool tight to stop it sliding off the loom. 
5. Repeat around the loom circle again so you have 2 layers (you might do 3 layers if your wool or plastic 

ribbon is very thin) 
6. Once you have completed this cut the wool and push your loose end through the center circle to the back 

and tie it to the other end of the wool. With a second piece of your wool, maybe in a different colour, 
thread your needle, tie one end to the back. 

 

    
7. (the next step can be a bit fiddly) push the needle up through to the front between two petals, cross over 

the center and push it down between the opposite flower petals.  Repeat this moving round the circle to 
make many crosses over the center.  

8. When you’ve finished push the needle through to the back, un-tape the start of the wool and tie the two 
ends securely together. Don’t cut them off yet. 

9. Gently pull the flower off your loom, petal by petal and there you have it! 
10. Now you can tie your flower to a stick or drinking straw (you might want to add a dab of glue to fix it on) 

and display in a vase, or make more and string them together into bunting, or wear on a hair clip or pin 
badge, let your imagination run wild! 
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